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from Paul Klee, ” the task of art is not  to represent reality but  to make visible the 

invisible, ” this  paper intends to read Edward’s Taylor’s  (1642-1729) version of “Psalm 19” as his 

attempt  to make visible  in the canonical text of The Bible,  his own personal, less canonical  

experience of a colonial dissident Christian. 

Taylor’s expresses his desire to communicate his spiritual experience with concrete, every 

day images. This attempt he shares with all his contemporary puritan fellows.  What is new in 

Taylor’s version is that he tries to insert directly, from the inside, his new life-centered sensibility in 

the text of the Bible overturning the book- centered sensibility of his times and opening up new

narrative ways for the future. 
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Most men, it seems to me, do not care for nature and 

Would sell their share in all her beauty for a given sum. 

Thank God men have not yet learned to fly so they can lay 

Waste the sky as well as the earth

(H.D.Thoreau , “Natural History of Massachusetts,” 1842) 

 … in the meantime ,  contrary  to  Thoreau’s   wish, men have learned to fly! Let us set aside 

any ironic or pessimistic innuendo, since this paper will deal with nature and beauty only indirectly. 

Its main topic, in fact, is the relationship between words and experience, especially in the 

Colonial setting, and its possible implications with the theme of Democracy. Contrary to what 

usually claimed, Puritan literature and culture is not Book/Word centered but it is rather—or also—

strongly based on flesh and blood, on people’s real, personal experience. 

In order to highlight some of my points, I will take as an example Edward Taylor (1642?-

1729), the minister and poet of Westfield, Mass. In  his  version of Psalm 19, the beauty of Nature 

is seen as an expression of the “Glory of God,” traceable in “”the whole earth,” and in the 

“firmament” itself.  The themes of beauty, nature and God will therefore be touched upon, and we 

will be inevitably sharing in the ongoing debate between nature and culture.  Though even the Bible 

encourages mankind to “control and submit the earth” (Genesis, 1,28),  “poets, ecologists, nature 

lovers of all times think that some wildness is necessary for the health of the human spirit and 

body—a truth we seem to have forgotten in our headlong rush to control all nature.” (Porter, 

Introduction) 

The debate between culture and nature can expand, and, as in Sallie McFague’s  Models of 

God. Theology for an Ecological Nuclear Age, it can become a debate between authority and 

democracy.  We are preeminently creatures of the language, she claims, and the metaphors and the 

images we live by, certainly affect the way we are now living and will be living in the future. If we 

want to make changes in our world and fight against the nuclear threat, we should be ready not only 

to deconstruct traditional imagery but also and especially to construct a new one.  As a way to 

question the notion of authority and  to encourage communion, cooperation, freedom and,  
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democracy,  McFague  proposes  to  substitute, or at least to add,  to the traditional models of God 

as Father and Lord, the models of God as mother, lover and friend and of Nature as the body of God  

In considering this dilemma between authority and freedom, culture and nature, from a 

literary point of view,   this paper will point out the role of language in the process of changing our 

way to relate to the entire universe.  The image of relation to God is at stake. 

Giovanni  Casoli, in a recent article,  claims that,  “In order to set literature  free  from today 

‘s   “words’ market”  one has  to  focus  sur le motif of reality  and, like Cezanne,  “ to  brush  over 

nature, in order to search  courageously  within things  their being  icons of the  invisible. ”He also 

quotes Paul Klee, “the task of art is not to represent the visible but to make visible the invisible.”  (

Casoli, my translation)   

Paul Klee’s definition might help us to read Taylor’s versions of the Psalms. Especially in

his rewriting  of  Psalm 19,  Taylor tries, in my opinion,  to make visible his own still invisible

experience,  scattering it  throughout  the lines of the canonical text. In so doing, he partakes in the 

Colonial effort to build a New World and a new language. 

Taylor’s version of Psalm 19 speaks in a subtle, almost imperceptible way, of his desire to 

match his faith and experience in Jesus Christ with personal, concrete images and words.  In this 

way he expresses   the general  Puritans’ challenge to create a language pragmatic and spiritual,

common  and  elevated  at the same time or,  we could also say,  a language capable of  using  the 

visible to make the invisible familiar.

Puritan culture  does partake of what  Giovanni Casoli,   echoing  Ralph Waldo Emerson’s  

‘Nature is the symbol of spirit’  (Nature, Language),  defines  as  a ‘deep  understanding’ that  has 

characterized art-literature during  the last thousands years.  But nowadays, Casoli argues, mankind 

has begun to believe that things are only ‘scientifically’ things and only ‘scientifically’ 

understandable,   rather than visible icons of the invisible.    

This  labor is a demanding task in our contemporary culture when, on the one hand, the 

visible seems to have taken over the invisible, and , on the other, fact and fiction, virtual and real  

intermingle continually making  our own  experience problematic and difficult to  grasp.  

The ongoing competition between nature and technology becomes more and more 

challenging. What does “subdue nature” in the Bible actually mean? Is there a limit not to be 
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overcome and, if there is, what is it? Is there, and what can be considered, a healthy relationship

between nature and culture? Nature, I come to think,   has to be ‘subdued’—that is taken under 

control –but not manipulated, and to consider it an icon of the invisible might help in this 

discernment.

Psalm 19 sings the splendor of Nature and, specifically, of ‘the heavens’ seen as an icon of 

the glory of God: “The heavens declare the glory of God //and the firmament sheweth his 

handywork” is its musical, memorable beginning.   The Psalm continues analyzing the effects of the 

Glory of God on people, singing with the authority of the canonical text, a perfect correspondence 

between the glory of God and the glory of nature of which man is considered an essential part. Into 

this glorious  harmony  Taylor  brings,   humbly and almost imperceptibly,   an important  novelty:  

in the  ‘perfect’ correspondence  between Nature, Spirit and Man, he  inserts  his own personal 

experience as  man and writer.

Personal experience is the first crucial point, connecting Taylor’s version of Psalm 19 with 

the theme of democracy. Democracy requires a “plain, narrative style”  (Urbinati,   x) and Taylor --

and most of his contemporary puritan writers-- enact a writing process of this kind.  Marilla 

Battilana, among others, defines Colonial literature as 

“… the democratization of the art concept: the acknowledged existence of possible literary 

values in single works having informative, communicative, or even personal character out of the 

consecrated and official mainstream in accordance with the accepted notion that, in some greater or 

smaller measure, there is an artist, a poet in every human being.” (Battilana, 10)   

If it is true that Puritans left eventually the coasts of Europe dreaming of a New Jerusalem in 

a New World, it is obvious that they had also in mind a renewed human being, made in the image of 

God. This is why-- as many scholars are claiming today— they much preferred real people to any of 

their images reproduced in literary or visual arts:  

“Most varieties of Protestantism have been understood as cultures of the word/Word, and 

Protestantism has been labeled a religion of reading and writing and a religion of the book/Book . 

Recently scholars have begun to challenge the excesses that may attend this manner of thinking…”  

(LaFountain, 47) 

To clarify  this point we should consider that the scriptural basis for the Puritan 

understanding of the ” image” is Genesis, 1,26 which states that human beings are created in 
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God’s image. With this regard, Randall Zachman reminds us that in Calvin’s theology the 

distinction between the dead images contrived by human hands and God’s living people is very 

strong. Edward Taylor, being a faithful Calvinist but also a writer, a poet, partakes of both   

sensibilities and employs printing and printmaking terminology to describe the image of God within 

himself. : “I am new minted by thy stamp indeed?” As Zachman reminds us for him, “the image of 

god is considered susceptible of defacement or erasure --that is god’s ‘print’ may become ‘blurred’ 

by sin … ‘hath sin blurd all thy print/ … Lord, print ore [sic] again.’  Enhanced understanding of 

one’s -self vis-à-vis God was the aim. “Be thou my spectacles that I may read/Thyne image, and 

inscription stampt on me.”  (LaFountain, 48) 

The slowly moving from the ‘tables of stones’—written on stones-- of the Old Testament to 

the ‘fleshy tables’ of the New Testament, is well exemplified in Taylor’s writings.  This is evident 

especially in his versions of the Psalms where, without denying the importance of tradition, he   

expresses his intention to vivify them by adding or subtracting, here and there, little but meaningful 

details. His versions show a full awareness of a new and more authentic mission; authentic—that is 

personal and experiential. Together with his Puritan fellow writers, Taylor strongly believes in the 

authority of the Bible, but he also intends to emphasize the importance of his own personal 

experience.  In their new enterprise  most Puritans kept in mind, more than ever,  that the Lord

comes to meet  us – that he makes himself a pilgrim walking by homo viator and that,  in so doing, 

he makes their (our) stories religious. Each human experience is unique and faith makes it religious, 

sacred. Taylor’s versions of the Psalms witness the importance of each personal contribution to the 

sanctity of reality.    

 Most of the changes that distinguish one version from the other among the various ones in 

use at that time were for aesthetical/poetical reasons or to make the verses more appropriate to the 

music. My analysis of Taylor’s version of Psalm 19 is concerned with its content and I will consider 

only the few words that appear only in Taylor’s version and that go in the direction of the changes I 

have previously mentioned; that is, concreteness, truth and experience.1 The one line in the Bible 

that more synthetically and more clearly expresses the relation between word and experience is in 

John’s Gospel: “In the beginning was the Word … the Word became flesh” (John 1: 1, 14).    

                                                           
1 Taylor wrote two versions (1 and 2) from David’s Psalms. The first group dates 1674-75 and includes 
psalm 1-9 and 18. The second was transcribed in the early to mid  eighties and includes Psalm 11-39 and 
48-49.  
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We may leave John’s Gospel aside, but the crucial issue remains; what is the relationship 

between what is said—or written—and what is actual—or fleshy, natural, incarnated?    In other 

words, nature is what it is, and culture and technology is what is planned, projected, thought, 

imagined; man’s contribution to what is given.  To say it in more philosophical terms, with Edith 

Stein, via Aquinas and Husserl , “a logos acts in everything that exists.” (Stein, 65)2 or, in 

Emerson’s words, “Nature, in the common sense, refers to essences unchanged by man: space, the 

air, the river, the leaf.  Art is applied to the mixture of his will with the same things, as in a house, a 

canal, a statue, a picture.”  Emerson still clarifies the enormous gap existing between art and life.

He continues: “But his [man’s] operations taken together are so insignificant, a little chipping, 

baking, patching and washing, that in an impression so grand as that of the world on the human 

mind, they do not vary the result.” (Nature, Introduction). Nature, for Emerson, is the 

unquestionable icon of the invisible and the only matter capable of making a real impression on the 

human mind.  

More recently, also Tzvetan Todorov questions the inextricable connection between art and 

life.  He notices how often great artists have sacrificed their own, personal life to accomplish their 

artistic project,  “like Cezanne who, in order to move some steps toward passion had to turn away 

from everything , not despising it,  but with the audacity of someone who,  for the sake of life,  

chooses the likeness  of death” (Todorov, 103, my translation) 

In contemporary literature the game between fact and fiction, experience and words, has 

become quite open and intense. Raymond Federman, for example, repeatedly argues how life 

experience acquires value when told.  John Barth goes even further, commenting on the making of 

his The Sot-Weed Factor, inspired by the homonymous work by the colonial merchant Ebenezer 

Cook(e) (1667-1733. He points at colonial history as an extraordinary source for both the factual 

and the fanciful sides of his work: “I found colonial history so fantastic that the work of the 

imagination consisted mainly in toning things down so they’d be believable in a farcical novel. In 

fact, most of the truly preposterous incidents in The Sot-Weed Factor are based on fact.”3

                                                           
2 I thank Maria Cristina Scorrano Golfi for this suggestion. 

3 Quoted in David Morrell “Ebenezer Cooke,” Sot-Weed Factor Redivivus: The Genesis of  John Barth’s The Sot-Weed 
Factor,” The Bulletin of the Midwest Modern language Association, 1975.  Whit regard to a possible connection 
between Puritasn and Post Modern sensibility see also M.Battilana, The Colonial Roots of American Fiction Leo 
S.Olschki, 1988, and, more indirectly J.Klinkowitz, The Self-Apparent Word, Southern Illinois UP, 1984. 
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All those quotes echo one another, testifying to the importance of this issue in different 

places and times.  Taylor does not offer quotes or poetics but in his versions of Psalm 19 we 

perceive a seed of that game between words and experience that would become more and more 

popular in the centuries to come. Though Taylor does not ‘tell’ his own experience,  he suggests  

the importance of telling it, as he decides to insert  in the canonical text of the Old Testament his 

own  personal Christian experience.  Taylor’s rewriting of the Psalms is not a translation but a 

version-- from Medieval Latin— ‘versio, act of turning.’ Latin vertere, to turn. Pushing  the 

traditional writing of the Sacred Texts toward the facts of his own experience, he ‘turns’ around, 

changes the book centered poetics of his time.   

Book centered poetics is another crucial point.   Puritan book/Book centered  culture,  little 

by little,  begins to change  its traditional  logic  of a  word  which precedes and therefore influences 

experience.  The faith in a Second Covenant, in a New Jerusalem, generates, among other 

consequences, a changing in the language approach: rather than a logos that precedes, affects, or, at 

least, runs throughout life experience, some particularly creative Puritans writers begin to privilege 

a logos resulting from experience.  In so doing, Taylor conveys the idea that literature acquires 

value if based on direct experience.  In this perspective it is not so much the word that affects

experience but, vice-versa, experience that affects the word,  thus contributing in creating a 

language  passionate in both senses—active  and  overwhelming, and passive and suffered, at the 

same time,    expressed, as we know,  in journals, autobiographies,  non-fiction writings.

Now, following some verses of Psalm 19,  and comparing Taylor’s version with the more 

official text of the Authorized King James Edition, I would point out some details in which his 

personal contribution to a more democratic, ‘plain, narrative style’ is quite evident. Psalm 19 is

made of 14 verses.  Since Taylor wrote his version around 1780, I have compared his version with 

Psalm 19 of the Authorized King James Edition, of the Massachusetts Bay Psalm BooK, of the 

English Sternhold-Hopkins Psalter (The Whole Book of Psalms Collected into English Metre) and

of The Book of Common Prayer. Those were the other English versions of the Bible mostly in use 

at that time. I have made a comparative reading of Psalm 19 in all those texts, and I have captured 

and I will mention here only the few words that appear only in Taylor’s version. 

    To begin with, I would also like to consider these verses of another of his brief compositions,  

“Meditation 32, (First series)”:  
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Were I an Angell bright and borrow could  

King Davids Harp 

I would them [God’s Praises] play on gold  

‘Were I an Angel,’ Taylor is not an Angel and therefore he would not, like King David, 

‘play  [God’s Praises] on gold  ‘, but rather—as he states few verses earlier— play them ‘into 

ragged Rhimes’(Stanford, 51).   Taylor is well in tune with the Old Testament experience but he is 

also willing to contribute with his own experience that, though “ragged,” he considers new and 

important.  In a humbler and less affirmative way Taylor’s “I” anticipates Walt Whitman’s famous 

verse, ”I sing myself and celebrate myself.”  Taylor and his Puritan fellows,  ‘playing God’s Grace’ 

stress the remarkable fact of their being witnesses of their Grace experience that they want to share 

and narrate in a new, ‘plain style.’ 

Their new poetics is the effect of their spiritual approach. For the Puritan poet and writer, 

the spiritual life, nailed in the flesh (and in the body of Christ), is to be experienced in sensory, 

natural terms. (cfr. Stanford.)  

In Psalm 19 this poetics is present in the very first verse. For graphic, very practical reasons 

I take here into consideration only the comparison with the King James edition, but the method and 

the results are the same for all the other texts I have mentioned before. 

      

The heavens declare  The heavens do declare (in truth) 

The glory of God     The glory of our God

And the firmament sheweth  also the firmament doth shew

His handywork     his handy works abroad 

Taylor’s little additions in this first verse are interesting, in some way controversial in their 

possible interpretation and do not appear in any of the other versions mentioned before. The first 
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additions are “do,”  and  “ in truth,” the second is  ”our,” involving  a  sense of community,  but also 

of exclusion, and, finally,  “abroad,” suggesting a sense  of distance  as  well as  inclusion, since it 

assumes that God’s handy works are shown also ‘abroad.’ 

With regard to the first issue, it is interesting that Taylor reaffirms— -- the 

statement of the traditional text and that, while reaffirming it, he decides to write ‘truth’ in small 

letters.  Similarly ambiguous is the adding of the adjective referred to God. The adjective, on 

the one hand, seems to narrow down the perspective only to ‘us,’ to ‘our own people’ but it could 

also be seen   —as in the “our Father who art in Heaven” of The Lord’s Prayer — as a way of 

stressing a large sense of community and of brother hood.  The same ambiguity is  in  not 

only conveying  a sense of distance but also of unity and community because it  basically affirms 

that distances are reduced by  the presence ‘in all direction’ (according to the XVII century 

meaning), all over the universe, of God’s handy works.  Was Taylor aware of these ambiguities?   I 

think so because this process of slight but meaningful changes continues throughout his entire 

version. 

     vv.2, 3 and 4 suggest again the theme of community based essentially on the LORD’S   

commands  that, like his handy works, are able to “unite  the whole earth.” 

their line is gone through all the earth  their line dothx    thro’ the whole earth’s  

trace run

From v. 7 on,  Taylor’s  changes  refer  to the  LORD, and there the ‘game’  is played 

between  small and capital letters  and between the words Lord and  Jehovah. Jehovah more 

evidently refers to the Old Testament and is written in small letters, while the LORD, written with 

capital letters, seems to suggest the New Testament especially if we consider v.8  where we read 

that the commandment  

of the LORD  is pure,  enlightening the eyes  while in Taylor: doth 

light Unto your [w]ayes impart

The creative way of changing eyes into w/ayes (with a possiblrt connection to Christ’s statement ‘I 

am the , the truth and the life’) is quite interesting.  

The sense of concreteness is evident in v. 11,  that changes ‘reward’ into 

and in keeping of them [there] is great reward” in Taylor   
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in   keeping  them’s  greate  gain “

the same in  v. 12, where we have   instead of understand , instead of faults, 

instead of innocent,  

and, finally  in v. 14 we may read still hidden but evident  references  to Christ:  my instead of 

my  strength and my with a capital instead of a small  (Heath Anthology,  247) 

These are small details but when compared to other, more canonical versions,  they all  

emphasize  personal witness (“do,” “doth,” “in truth” ),  concreteness  (“stains,” “spy,” “cleare”),   

and references  to the figure of Christ  (‘way,’ ‘Rock,’ “Redeemer”).

  To conclude, Psalm 19 makes us face the infinite but Taylor’s version ,  when compared 

to  the putative  King David’s  one , presents  it in a more earthly and  personal perspective.  

Taylor’s slight changes acquire importance if we consider that they all intend to move the authority 

of the text in the direction of a more shared, friendly, and actual experience.  With regard to infinity, 

in fact, the English language tends to stress the gap between heaven and earth since it uses two 

different words—heaven and sky— for what the Italian language, for example, indicates with one

single word, ‘cielo.’   Psalm 19, as the “Our Father who art in Heaven,” reminds us that of the two, 

heaven covers the spiritual implications while sky suggests ecological, more earthly  dimensions .

The Puritans’ poetics effort has been to put together the implications of both terms.  An effort that 

goes in the direction of unifying, for what it is possible, heaven and earth. 

This effort cannot  be underestimated and should be kept  alive , to make the two 

dimensions strengthen one another and to  avoid  –-going  back to Thoreau’s  initial quote— to   

lay ‘waste  the  sky as well as the earth.”
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